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T

he ability to discriminate quantities found in both human
infants (1–3) and animals (4–6) supports the idea that
numerical competence is an ontogenetically and phylogenetically early faculty. Neurophysiological studies in monkeys have
identified candidate neural correlates in the prefrontal cortex
(PFC) (7,8) and posterior parietal cortex (PPC) (9,10), but their
functional organization and respective contributions are still
unknown; it is not even clear where in the cortical hierarchy
numerosity is first extracted. For example, the PPC provides the
PFC with a major source of visual input (11–14), as does the
anterior inferior temporal cortex (aITC) (15, 16), and it, in turn,
sends feedback projections to both. Thus, numerical information
might first be extracted in sensory cortex (e.g., in the PPC, aITC,
or before) and simply conveyed to the PFC. Alternatively,
numerical information could be first extracted in the PFC and
then fed back to areas like the PPC.
It is also unclear as to whether the human and monkey brains
are homologous in numerical processing. Neuropsychology and
brain imaging in humans implicate both the PPC and PFC, but
indicate a greater role for the PPC (17–23). By contrast, monkey
neurophysiology studies have drawn different conclusions about
their importance. A recent study (10) reported neurons encoding
the number of lever movements in a sensorimotor PPC region
[the superior parietal lobule (SPL), area 5], but few in the lateral
PFC (LPFC). We (7) instead found many LPFC neurons that
encoded the number of visual items, but few in a visual PPC
region [the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), area 7a]. There are
several possible explanations for this discrepancy. There might
be a specialization of the PPC and LPFC for sensorimotor versus
visual numerosity, respectively. Or, it could indicate greater
LPFC involvement in abstraction; the SPL neurons tended to be
highly specific for the type of movement (10). Or, it may be that
the PPC plays a primary role in numerosity in humans, but there
is more distributed processing in monkeys. All these basic
questions of the functional organization of numerosity remain
because there has been neither a detailed survey of neural
properties of the monkey PPC nor any direct comparisons
between it, the PFC, and the aITC.
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0402239101

We trained two monkeys to perform a visual numerosity
judgment task (Fig. 1, see Methods) while we surveyed activity
across large parts of the PPC and the aITC. We compared them
with a population of LPFC neurons recorded from the same
monkeys and discussed in a prior report (7). To prevent the
monkeys from solving the task by extracting low-level visual
features of the displays, nonnumerical cues like spatial arrangement, total area, total circumference, density, and identity of the
items were controlled. The monkeys’ discrimination performance was not affected in such control trials (7), indicating that
they solved the task based on abstract numerical information. A
total of 612 PPC neurons and 145 aITC neurons (area TE) were
studied during task performance and compared with a previously reported population of 309 LPFC neurons (7).
Methods
Stimuli. Monkeys viewed a sequence of two displays (diameter: 8°
of visual angle) separated by a memory delay and were required
to judge whether the displays contained the same small number
of items (1 to 5). Each quantity was tested with 100 different
images per session and the sample and test displays on a given
trial were never identical so monkeys could not simply match
patterns. To further ensure that monkeys solved the task by
judging numerosity per se rather than simply memorizing sequences of visual patterns or paying attention to low-level visual
features that correlate with number, we used two types of
stimulus manipulations. We randomly varied the position of the
items over 24 locations centered around the monkey’s center of
gaze as well as randomly varied the items between five different
sizes. We also used eight sets of stimuli that, across them,
controlled for changes in total area of the items, total circumference, density, and exact appearance (7).
In addition, we analyzed the images for spectral cues that may
co-vary with increasing numerosities. The 2D amplitude spectrum of original images was derived by taking the absolute value
of the images’ 2D Fourier transform. Next, the 2D correlation
coefficient was computed between the 2D amplitude spectra of
images of different numerosity. The 2D correlation coefficients
were determined between sample images of a given numerosity
and compared with the correlation coefficients for the sample
images of the same numerosity with images of its nonmatch
numerosities. For example, for sample numerosity ‘‘three,’’ the
correlation coefficients between images containing three dots
were compared with the correlation coefficients between images
containing four and two dots. The three means of the correlation
coefficients for 105 comparisons per group were then tested with
a Kruskal–Wallis test at P ⬍ 0.05. Numerosity 1 turned out to
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Recent electrophysiological studies in monkeys have implicated
the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and posterior parietal cortex (PPC) in
numerical judgments. The functional organization and respective
contributions of these (and other) cortical areas, however, are
unknown; their neural activity during numerical judgments has not
been directly compared. We surveyed activity in the PPC and the
anterior inferior temporal cortex while monkeys performed a
visual numerosity judgment task and compared it with a population of PFC neurons. In the PPC, the proportion of numerosityselective neurons was highest in the fundus of the intraparietal
sulcus; only few numerosity-selective neurons were found in other
PPC areas or the anterior inferior temporal cortex. Further, neurons
in the fundus of the intraparietal sulcus responded and conveyed
numerosity earlier than PFC neurons, suggesting that numerosity
information flows from the PPC to the lateral PFC. This finding
suggests a parieto-frontal network for numerosity in monkeys and
establishes homologies between the monkey and human brain.

the recording sites in 3D and to determine the exact stereotaxic
coordinates of all of the anatomical landmarks, the recording
chamber, and each recording penetration. This method gives
high localization precision, as has been shown by a direct
comparison of landmarks in scans and in vivo brain examination
(24). At the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), recording sites 4–8 mm
below the cortical surface during electrode penetrations made
parallel to the sulcus were assigned the lateral and medial wall
of the IPS, respectively. Recordings at a depth of 8–12 mm below
the cortical surface were determined as the fundus of the IPS
(F-IPS). The majority of data were recorded simultaneously and
alternately in two of the three recording locations. In addition,
we monitored the monkeys’ performances, which was remarkably stable throughout the course of recording based on extensive prior training. Neurons were selected at random; no attempt
was made to search for task-related activity. Waveform separation was performed offline by applying principal component
analysis (Plexon Systems).

Fig. 1. Delayed match-to-numerosity task. A monkey held a lever and fixated
a small fixation spot at the center of the computer monitor to start a trial. The
first display (sample) was followed by a memory delay period and then a test
display appeared. There was a 50% probability that the test contained the
same number of items as the sample (a match). If it was a match, the monkey
released the lever to receive a reward. If it was a nonmatch, the monkey
continued to hold the lever until a second test display appeared, which was
always a match and required a lever release to receive a reward. A nonmatch
contained, with equal probability, one more or one less item, except for ‘‘one’’
and ‘‘five.’’

contain different spectral components in all of the stimulus sets,
and in most sets, the frequency spectrum covaried with increasing numbers of items. However, no systematic change in spectral
components was detected for numerosities 2–5 for the linear
arrangement stimulus set (7). Thus, the linear arrangement
stimulus set controlled for spatial frequency cues. As monkeys
(and their neurons) were able to generalize performance to this
set (7), this result suggests that they were not using spatial
frequency cues.
Behavioral Protocol. Trials were randomized and balanced across
all relevant features. Each monkey performed between 500 and
800 correct trials per recording session. Monkeys had to keep
their gaze within 1.25° of the fixation point during sample
presentation and the memory delay [monitored with an ISCAN
(Burlington, MA) infrared eye tracking system]. See Fig. 1 for
further details.
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Recording Method. Recordings were made from four hemispheres

of the PPC and three hemispheres of the aITC of two adult
rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) in accordance with the National Institutes of Health and Massachusetts Institute of Technology guidelines for animal experimentation. Arrays of up to
eight tungsten microelectrodes (FHC) attached to screw microdrives were inserted by using a grid (Crist Instruments) with
1-mm spacing. The ultra fine thread on the screw drives moved
the electrode 300 m every 360° turn of the screw. This method
allowed us to get accurate depth measurements for our recordings. Detailed measurements of the depth at which we encountered neurons were taken, and reference depth measures were
taken when the dura was penetrated as well as when the
electrodes were pulled up and left the tissue. Recording sites
were anatomically reconstructed by using structural magnetic
resonance images taken from each monkey before implantation.
We used image processing software that allowed to reconstruct
7458 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0402239101

Data Analysis. Sample activity was averaged across an 800-ms
interval starting 100 ms after stimulus onset. Delay activity was
summed over an 800-ms interval starting 200 ms after sample
offset. Neural filters were normalized by setting the maximum
activity to the most preferred numerosity as 100% and the
activity to the least preferred numerosity as 0%. Neural response
latencies were derived from peristimulus time histograms. Neural response latency was defined by the first of three consecutive
1-ms time bins that reached 3 SD above baseline rate (average
activity in the 500 ms preceding sample onset). The latency of
numerosity selectivity was measured in two different ways. First,
we performed a sliding Kruskal–Wallis test (kernel bin width ⫽
50 ms, slid in 1-ms increments). Numerosity selectivity latency
was defined by the first time bin after sample onset where the test
showed significant differences (at P ⬍ 0.01) in response to one
of the five numerosities. Second, the time course of numerosity
selectivity was examined by using a sliding receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis (25–27). For each neuron, the two
spike rate distributions for the preferred (true-positive rate) and
least preferred numerosity (false-positive rate) were compared.
To obtain the ROC curve, the probability of true-positives were
plotted as a function of the probability of false-positives in
1 spike per sec bins. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was
taken as a quantitative measure of how well the two distributions
were separated, and, in other words, how well a neuron discriminated between the preferred and the least preferred numerosity.
An AUC of 0.5 represents identical distributions (no discrimination), and an AUC of 1.0 indicates completely separated
distributions (perfect discrimination). The sliding ROC analysis
(kernel width 50 ms, slid in 1-ms increments) was performed to
derive a neuron’s AUC at each time point during the presample
and sample period. The threshold was calculated as the mean
AUC plus 3 SD derived in a 200-ms interval (pure fixation)
before sample onset. The numerosity selectivity latency was
defined as the time after sample onset at which this threshold was
exceeded.

Results
PPC. Neurons were sampled from the SPL and IPL, as well as the
IPS (Fig. 2). Each neuron was tested with two of eight stimulus
sets that, across them, controlled for changes in low-level visual
features (see above). We found PPC neurons that, like LPFC
neurons (7, 8), encoded visual numerosity. They discharged
maximally to a preferred numerosity and showed a progressive
decline of activity with increasing numerical distance from it
(Fig. 3 A and B and D and E). We identified numerosity-selective
neurons by using a two-factor ANOVA with numerosity and
stimulus set as factors (evaluated at P ⬍ 0.01, see Methods); they
were defined as showing a significant effect of numerosity but no
Nieder and Miller

main effect of, or interaction with, changes in stimulus set (i.e.,
no selectivity for visual features) in their average activity across
the sample and兾or delay intervals. Of the 70 PPC neurons that
showed a main effect of numerosity in the sample epoch, only
24% showed a main effect or interaction with stimulus set,
indicating that most of them generalized numerosity across
changes in the exact appearance of the displays.
Visual numerosity-selective neurons were not uniformly distributed across the PPC. Fig. 2 shows their distribution across the
PPC, and Table 1 shows their proportions by area. In contrast to
previous reports of abundant sensorimotor numerosityselectivity in the SPL (10), we found the proportion of visual
numerosity-selective SPL neurons did not differ from chance (2
test, P ⬎ 0.05). The largest proportion of such neurons was found
in the F-IPS (Table 1 and Fig. 2); numerosity-selective neurons
were found in the majority of recording sites in the F-IPS,
whereas for other PPC areas they were only found at a minority
of recording sites. Furthermore, almost 20% of the neurons
encountered in F-IPS were defined as numerosity selectivity
(according to the ANOVA described above), which is the highest
proportion of numerosity-selective neurons we found in the
PPC; only the LPFC had a higher proportion (Table 1).
PPC neurons exhibited properties similar to those found in the
LPFC (7, 8). They showed numerosity-tuning curves that formed
a bank of overlapping numerosity filters, during both the delay
and the sample period (Fig. 4 A and B). Also, as in the LPFC,
across the population, PPC neurons covered the entire tested
range of numerosities, albeit with ‘‘one’’ preferred by the modal
Nieder and Miller

Fig. 3. Example numerosity-selective neurons from the F-IPS. Neuron 1 (A–C)
was selective during sample presentation, neuron 2 (D and E) was selective in
the memory delay. For each neuron, the dot-raster histograms for numerosities 1–5 (A and D), the spike-density displays (100-ms boxcar smoothing
window; B and E), and the AUC derived from the sliding ROC analysis (C and
F) are shown. Insets in B and E display the spike-rate functions (average activity
and SE of the mean) to the two stimulus protocols across the sample or delay
interval, respectively. Both neurons generalized across changes in stimulus
sets. (C and F) The AUC is plotted as function of time for the sliding ROC
analysis. The gray line represents the measured AUC values in a 50-ms window
slid in 5-ms increments over the trial period. The thick black line was derived
by smoothing the original data by adjacent averaging (20 data points smoothing window). (Insets) The ROC curves for the entire sample (C) and delay (F)
period.

neurons (Fig. 4 C and D). The proportion of PPC neurons that
exhibited significant numerosity selectivity during the sample
and delay intervals was about equal (Table 1). PPC neurons
showed a significant decrease in the activity on error trials (Fig.
4 E and F). The average spike rate was reduced by 19% and 20%
during sample and delay period, respectively, corresponding to
a 60% and 50% reduction in the normalized firing rate (P ⬍
0.001, two-tailed Wilcoxon test). This result was also found in the
LPFC (7) and suggests a direct relationship between PPC activity
and task performance.
aITC. For comparison, we also recorded from the aITC. By
contrast to the PPC and LPFC, only 8% (12 of 145) and 6% (9
of 145) of aITC neurons were numerosity selective during the
sample and delay intervals, respectively (as defined by the above
ANOVA). Even more striking was the observation that nearly
half (48%) of the neurons showing a significant main effect of
numerosity also exhibited a main effect of, or interaction with,
changes in stimulus type. Fig. 5 shows a representative unit with
a significant stimulus type effect in addition to a numerosity
PNAS 兩 May 11, 2004 兩 vol. 101 兩 no. 19 兩 7459
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Fig. 2. Location of recording sites. (Lower) Lateral view of a monkey brain
showing the recording sites in the LPFC, PPC, and aITC. The proportions of
numerosity-selective neurons in each area are color coded. (Upper) Magnified
region of the PPC (encircled region of brain image) with the IPS unfolded
showing the detailed location of recordings sites in the parietal lobe. The
percentage of numerosity-selective cells is noted for each area. The size of the
circles indicates the number of units recorded at a given location (usually more
than one neuron was recorded at a given site), the redness indicates the
proportion of numerosity selectivity found at each location. (Note that the
relatively larger number of recording sites in the IPL may cause the erroneous
impression of a large proportion of numerosity selectivity.) AS, arcuate sulcus;
CS, central sulcus; LF, lateral fissure; LS, lunate sulcus; PS, principal sulcus; STS,
Superior temporal sulcus.

Table 1. Numerosity selectivity in different areas of the monkey cortex
Sample
Area

n

IPL
L-IPS
F-IPS
M-IPS
SPL
alTC
LPFC†

252
77
121
76
86
145
309

Delay

Numerosity-selective Only numerosity-selective* Percent Numerosity-selective Only numerosity-selective* Percent Average, %
17
11
29
10
3
23
116

15
10
21
4
3
12
98

6
13
17
5
3
8
32

18
4
29
8
5
10
103

18
4
23
4
4
9
91

7
5
19
5
5
6
29

7
9
18
5
4
7
30

L-IPS, later wall of the IPS; M-IPS, medial wall of the IPS.
*Excludes numerosity-selective cells that did not generalize across displays (i.e., showed a significant stimulus type effect or interaction between numerosity and
stimulus type, see text).
†Data are from ref. 7.

effect. Thus, it seems that aITC neurons are primarily sensitive
to the physical appearance of the displays and do not extract
numerosity information per se.
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Comparison of Neuronal Properties in the PPC and PFC. To clarify the
respective contributions of PPC neurons in numerical processing, we compared their response characteristics with a population of LPFC neurons recorded from the same animals (7).

Fig. 4. Response properties of numerosity-selective PPC neurons. The normalized average activity of all neurons formed a bank of overlapping numerosity filters in the sample (A) and delay (B) periods. (C and D) Distributions of
preferred numerosities in the sample and delay periods. (E and F) Normalized
average tuning function across all preferred numerosities and selective neurons for the sample and delay epoch, respectively. Functions for correct (solid
lines) and error trials (dotted lines) are shown. Error bars indicate SE across
cells.
7460 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0402239101

Overall, the proportion of numerosity-selective neurons was
significantly greater in the LPFC than in any PPC region tested
(2 test, P ⬍ 0.01, Table 1).
The tuning strength (see Methods) of numerosity-selective
neurons (Fig. 6A) was equal in the LPFC and PPC during the
sample epoch (average tuning index: 0.33 and 0.31 in the PPC
and LPFC, respectively; P ⬎ 0.1, two-tailed Mann–Whitney U
test), but stronger in the LPFC during the memory delay (LPFC
average index ⫽ 0.32, PPC average index ⫽ 0.25; P ⬍ 0.05,
two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test). Indeed, as noted above,
numerosity-selective PPC neurons seemed to have identical
tuning properties as their counterparts in the LPFC.
A comparison of neural latencies revealed differences between areas; we found that numerosity information appeared in
the PPC before the LPFC. Fig. 6B shows average sliding ROC
analyses (see Methods) of the time course of numerosity selectivity for numerosity-selective cells in each PPC subarea, the
aITC, and the LPFC. The largest difference in latencies was
observed between the two areas where we found the highest
proportion of numerosity-selective neurons, the F-IPS and

Fig. 5. Representative neuron from the aITC. The dot-raster display (A), the
spike-density function (B), and the spike-rate functions to the two stimulus
protocols (B Inset) are shown. The neuron did not encode numerosity in an
abstract fashion because it showed clearly different spike rates for numerosities cued with the standard versus the variable features protocol.

Nieder and Miller
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Fig. 6. Comparison of numerosity-selective neurons in the LPFC and PPC. (A)
Average numerosity-tuning indices (see Methods) for PPC and LPFC neurons
that were numerosity selective during the sample and delay interval. (B)
Average AUC derived from the sliding ROC analysis for all recording areas.
Brain regions are sorted according to their selectivity latencies. (C) Cumulative
distribution of response latencies for F-IPS and LPFC neurons that were numerosity selective during the sample interval. (D) Cumulative distribution of
numerosity-selectivity latencies for F-IPS and LPFC neurons during the sample
interval. Latencies were measured by a sliding ROC analysis as well as a sliding
Kruskal–Wallis test.

LPFC. Specifically, numerosity information appeared first in the
F-IPS (median numerosity-selectivity latency ⫽ 106 ms, based
on a sliding ROC analysis, see Methods and below) and then in
the LPFC (median ⫽ 165 ms).
We explored this area in more detail by creating cumulative
distributions of the latency for individual numerosity-selective
neurons in the F-IPS and LPFC to become activated (i.e., their
response latency, Fig. 6C) and convey numerosity information
(Fig. 6D; see Methods). An examination of these figures illustrates that the population of F-IPS neurons had shorter latencies
than the population of LPFC neurons. These differences were
confirmed by statistical analysis. The median response latencies
of numerosity-selective F-IPS cells (73 ms) were significantly
shorter than that of numerosity-selective LPFC cells (median
102 ms, P ⬍ 0.02, two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test). Perhaps
more importantly, however, F-IPS neurons showed significantly
shorter latencies to convey numerosity information than LPFC
neurons. This finding was confirmed by performing two separate
statistical tests: a sliding ROC analysis and a sliding Kruskal–
Wallis test (see Methods). Based on the sliding ROC analysis (see
Figs. 2 C and F and 6B), F-IPS neurons, on average, discriminated between numerosities 59 ms earlier than LPFC neurons
(median selectivity latency for F-IPS ⫽ 106 ms, median for
LPFC ⫽ 165 ms for LPFC, P ⫽ 0.006, two-tailed Mann–Whitney
U test, see also Fig. 6B). The sliding Kruskal–Wallis test gave a
similar result; F-IPS neurons, on average, discriminated between
numerosities 27 ms earlier than LPFC neurons (the median
Nieder and Miller

Discussion
In this study, we report that the number of neurons whose
activity reflected small numbers of visual items were proportionally higher in a relative discrete region of the PPC, the F-IPS.
They were not as common in other regions of the parietal cortex
or in the aITC. A comparison of response characteristics between cortical areas revealed faster responses to and earlier
differentiation of numerosities by F-IPS neurons compared with
LPFC neurons. This finding suggest the F-IPS as the prime
source of numerosity processing, at least relative to the LPFC,
where we had previously reported an abundance of numerosityselective neurons (7, 8).
Our findings complement a report about abundant sensorimotor number encoding in the SPL, area 5. Sawamura et al. (10)
trained monkeys to alternate between five arm movements of
one type and five of another. They found neurons in a somatosensory-responsive region of the SPL that kept track of the
movement number (areas inside the IPS were not surveyed in
this study). One possibility for the difference between this study
and our data may be modality (touch versus vision), but another
may be the level of abstraction. Most neurons (85%) representing movement number were not ‘‘abstract;’’ number-selective
activity depended on whether the monkey’s movement was
‘‘push’’ or ‘‘turn.’’ By contrast, the visual numerosity representations found in the F-IPS were abstract and generalized;
changes in the physical appearance of the displays had little
effect on activity of the majority of numerosity-tuned neurons.
Whether there is modality-specific numerical processing in the
PPC (F-IPS for visual numerosity, the SPL for sensorimotor
number) needs to be directly determined, but the F-IPS would
be an ideal candidate structure to integrate supramodal numerical information. It receives visual, auditory, and somatic input
(28–31).
We previously reported numerosity-selective neurons in the
LPFC (7, 8), which is functionally interconnected with the PPC
(11–14) (and ITC) (15,16), but a comparison of LPFC neural
properties with those in the PPC revealed some important
differences. PPC numerosity-encoding neurons, on average,
were activated and conveyed numerosity information sooner
than their LPFC counterparts. However, in the LPFC, visual
quantity was reflected in a greater proportion of neurons across
a wider expanse of cortex and they exhibited stronger numerosity
tuning in the memory delay (i.e., working memory). This comparison between the PPC, aITC, and LPFC brings their respective roles into clearer focus. It suggests that visual quantity may
be extracted first in the parietal cortex. Then, it is conveyed,
directly or indirectly, to the LPFC, where the representation is
expanded (in the sense that a greater number of neurons convey
numerosity information) and held online (i.e., in working memory) to gain control over thought and action. Indeed, working
memory of sensory magnitude is well represented by LPFC
neurons; Romo and coworkers (32, 33) showed that many
neurons fire with a rate that is a monotonic function of the
frequency of a tactile stimulus. The aITC, by contrast, seems
more involved in visual feature analysis (34); its neurons were
more sensitive to the exact appearance of the displays than
neurons in the F-IPS or the LPFC. This finding is consistent with
PNAS 兩 May 11, 2004 兩 vol. 101 兩 no. 19 兩 7461
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selectivity latency for F-IPS ⫽ 135 ms, median LPFC ⫽ 161 ms,
P ⫽ 0.05, two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test). The results of both
tests are plotted on Fig. 6D. The similarity of the results suggests
that the latency differences are indeed robust. The other PPC
areas and the aITC displayed intermediate latencies (Fig. 6B).
However, these differences did not reach significance, perhaps
because of the relatively low number of numerosity-selective
cells found in those areas. On average, then, numerosity neurons
responded earlier, and numerosity information appeared earlier
in at least one PPC area (the F-IPS) than in the LPFC.

a report that the LPFC has more abstract representations of
visual categories than the ITC (35).
Our finding of a concentration of visual numerosity-encoding
neurons in the IPS indicates close homologies between monkeys
and humans. Recent structural and functional MRI studies
suggest that in humans the IPS is the prime source for the
analogical and abstract representation of numerical quantities.
In a functional MRI study, Dehaene et al. (19) found greater IPS
activation when subjects estimated the approximate result of an
addition problem than when they computed its exact solution.
Pinel et al. (22) reported that IPS activation is determined by
numerical distance, independent of the notation used to convey
quantity. Even in simple category detection tasks that do not
require explicit numerical judgments, numbers compared with
letters and colors activated a bilateral region in the horizontal
segment of the IPS (23). This effect was robust even when these
categories were presented in the visual domain (as written
words) or in the auditory domain (as spoken words), arguing for
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a supramodal representation of number in the IPS (23). A
structural brain imaging study confirmed that impairments in
arithmetic ability correlates with anatomical abnormalities in the
IPS (20).
Together, our data indicate parallels between humans and
monkeys in numerical processing. Imaging studies suggest
involvement of both the parietal and frontal lobes for numerical abilities in humans, but a primacy for the parietal lobe (19,
22, 23). The clustering of neurons in a corresponding region in
monkeys and their shorter response and selectivity latencies
compared with those of LPFC neurons is consistent with it
being a prime source of numerical information in monkeys as
well.
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